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SPACES WITH A PROPERTY RELATED TO UNIFORMLY

LOCAL FINITENESS

By

Takao Hoshina

Throughout this paper a space always means a topologicalspace.

A collection Jl of subsets of a space X is said to be uniformly locally finite

if there is a normal open cover <U of X such that each member of CU intersects

only finitelymany members of JL. If every locally finitecollectionof subsets of

X is uniformly locally finite,then X is said to have property (£/). These notions

are defined in K. Morita [10], and it is pointed out there that every Af-space or

every strongly normal (=collection wise normal and countably paracompact) space

is a space with property (U), and such a space is expandable in the sense of L. L.

Krajewski [7]. Hence for normal spaces property (U), expandability and strong

normality all coincide with each other by a well-known theorem of M. Katetov [6].

and so a question was posed by Morita [10] to find a condition which, together

with expandability,is equivalent to property (£/)･

The purpose of this paper is toinvestigate spaces with property (U), mainly by

defining a new notion of {/-embedding which is a generalization of P-embedding:

a subspace A of a space X is said to be U-embedded in Xii every uniformly locally

finite collection of subsets of A is uniformly locally finitealso in X. In §1 we

treat spaces having a property that every discretecollectionof subsets is uniformly

locally finite,which we call spaces with property (£/)*- By C. H. Dowker [1]

collectionwisenormal spaces are precisely those spaces any of whose closed set is

P-embedded. Being motivated with this result we shall establish a theorem thai

a space X has property (U)* iff any closed set of X is (/-embedded in X, anc

then it will be shown that a space has property (JJ) iffit has property (£/)*anc

is a c6-space in the sense of J. Mack [9]; the latter is a quite analogue to
<

theorem of Krajewski [7] that a space is expandable iff it is discretely expandable

and countably paracompact. In §2 we shall give another descriptionof spaces witl

property (£/),which is an answer to the question of Morita above, by defining

spaces with weak property (U) that include all M!-spaces [5] and all extremallj

disconnected snares.
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§1. U "-embedding

Let cA be a collectionof subsets and c＼jan open cover of a space X. Then

we say, for convenience, that
C_A

is locally finitewith respect to <U in case every

member of ^J intersects only a finitenumber of members of ,A- The following

lemma, which is proved in [10],[12] will be useful.

Lemma 1.1. For a collection,J={Aa＼a Q} of subsets of a space X the follow-

ing are equivalent.

(a) cA is uniformly locally finite.

(b) There is a normal open cover C~Vof X with Card c＼j--=Card Q such that ,_A

is locally finite with respect to cy.

(c) There are cozero-seisGa and zero-sets Fa,asQ of X such that Aad.Fa<zGn

for each aefJ and {Ga＼aGQ} is locallyfinite.

The union of a locally finitecollection ,A of zero-sets is not always a zero-

set. If
<J.

Is uniformly locally finite,then the union is a zero-set. This fact was

proved earlierin [11] and will be frequently used in the present paper.

Let in denote an infinitecardinal number. A subspace A of a space X is said

to be /Jm-embedded in X if for any normal open cover HJ of A with cardinality

^m there is a normal open cover CV of X such that f-:I/1n/l= {I-/"n/l|Fecy}refines

CIJ. If A is /"'-embedded in X for every m, A is said to be P-erabedded in X [15].

It is known that P*°-embedding coinsides with C-embedding [2].

Definition 1.2. A subspace A of a space X is said to be Um-embedded in X

if every uniformly locally finitecollectionof subsets of A with cardinality ^m is

uniformly locally finitein X. If /I is 17m-embedded in X for every m, /I is said

to be U-embedded in X.

In view of Lemma 1.1 Pm- (rest.P-) embedding implies Um- (resp. [/-)embed-

ding ; in particular C-embedding implies f7*°-embedding. Clearly,in a space with

property (U) any closed set is [/-embedded. Hence any non-normal M-space

contains a closed ^/-embedded, subspace which is not C-embedded, and so the

converse of the implications above does not hold in general.

The following theorem may be of interest in itself when compared with the

notion of P"'-embedding.

Theorem 1.3. A subspace A of a space X is Um-etnbeddedin X ifffor every

normal open cover HJ of A with cardinalitŷ m thereexistsa normal open cover

cy of X such thatfor each VecV Vf]A is containedin a union of finitelymany

members of 17.
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Proof. To prove the "if" part, assume that the condition is satisfied. Let

Jl be a uniformly locallyfinitecollectionof subsets of .4 with Cardci^int. Then

by Lemma 1.1 Jl is locally finite with respect to a normal open cover c{] of A

with Card C(J5gm. By assumption take a normal open cover cy of X satisfying

the condition above. Then it is easy to see that Jl is locally finite with respect

to cy. Hence A is (/'"-embedded in X Coversely suppose that A is ^/'"-embedded

in X, and let cU = {Ux＼k£A}be a normal open cover of A with Card/I^nt. Since

<!/ is normal, there are a locally finite cozero-set cover {Gi＼teA} and a zero-set

cover SF = {Fi＼teA}of A such that

FiCGicUitteA.

Then by Lemma 1.1 £yis uniformly locally finitein A, and by the assumption,

so is also in X. Let cy be a normal open cover of X so that £Fis locally finite

with respect to cy. Then for each V£<V there are Xu---,kn£Asuch that VnAcz

Fh＼J---l)Finsince <3 covers A. Hence we have FnAct/^U ― U lhn. Thus, the

"only if" part is proved. This completes the proof.

In case nt= ^0, we have

Corollary 1.4, A subspace A of a space X is U^-embedded in X iff fot

any countable increasing normal open cover CU of A there existsa normal open

cover cy of X such that c＼snA refines HJ.

In [4] T. Ishii and H. Ohta defined the notion of Ci-embedding; a subspace A

of a space X is said to be Crembedded in X if any zero-set Zi of X and an^

zero-set Z2 of ^4 disjoint from Z＼ are completely separated in X It is provec

there that C-embedding implies Ci-embedding. The following lemma contains this

rAciilt

Lemma 1.5. U ^-embedding implies d-embedding.

Proof. Assume that a subspace ^4 of a space X Is £/*°-embeddedin X. Let

Zx be a zero-set of X and Z% a zero-set of A disjoint from Zx. Let /: X-+I be a

continuous map such that Zi={x＼f(x)=0}, where /=[0,1]. Let us put for no.N

( = the set of natural numbers)

Gn = {xeX＼f(x)>Hn＼, En = {xsX＼f(z)^l/n}

and

Un = (AnGn)＼j(A-Zi).

Then Un is a cozero-set of A and we have

UndUniunzN; A=U{UJn£N＼.
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Since A Is t/^-embedded, by Corollary 1.4 there are a locally finite cozero-set

cover {Vn＼n N} and a zero-set cover {Fn＼neN} of X such that 7nnAc[/n and

FnCFn for each we TV. Let us set

Z, = u {ii1nF≪|Z2nF≪^=0, weAr}.

Note that ＼EnC＼Fn＼n£N)is a uniformly locally finitecollection of zero-sets of X.

Hence Z% is a zero-set of X, and we easily have

Therefore Zi and Z2 are completely separated in X. This completes the proof.

Remark. Let X= Yl)＼p)be the one-point Lindelofication of an uncountable

set Y. Then Y is Ci-embedded in X ([4],Example 6.3),but not £/*°-embeddedin

X. Hence the converse of Lemma 1.5 does not hold in general.

It should be noted that the condition which describes £/m-embedding in Theo-

rem 1.3 has already appeared in [11, Theorem 2.2], where it is shown that this

condition together with C*-embedding is equivalent to Pm-embedding. Hence by

Theorem 1.3,Lemma 1.5 and a result of [4] that d- and ^-embedding is equal to

C-erabedding, we have the following proposition.

Recall that a subspace A of a space X is ^-embedded in X if for any zero-set

Z of A there is a zero-set Z' of X such that Z'V＼A=Z.

Proposition 1.6. Pm-etnhedding <t=±?Um- and z-embedding.

As another characterization of £/m-embedding, we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1.7. A subspace A of a space X is Um-embedded in X iff A. is

U^-embedded in X and if £Fis a discreteand uniformly locally finite collectionof

subsets in A with cardinality r5=ntthen £Fis uniformly locally finitein X.

Proof. We shall only prove the "if" part. Assume that the condition is

satisfied. Let CIJ be a normal open cover of A with Card ^7^ m. Then there exist

a cozero-set cover J{=U JCn, a zero-set cover £F= U £F≪,a cozero-set cover Q― USn

of A, where J{n = {Hna＼aeQn}, ^n = {Fnci＼a£Qn},jff≫= {GBn|≪G.Q≪}with CarcLQB^m for

neN such that

(1) Q refines <=U,

(2) Qn is discrete for n = l, 2, ■■-,

(3) HnadFnac:Gna for ae£K! ≫=1,2,-.

Let //K=U{//fca|≪ l?fc,k^n). Then {Hn＼n N} is an increasing cozero-set cover of

/I. Hence, by assumption, there is a countable cozero-set cover {Ln＼neN} of X
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such that Lnr＼AciHn for nzN. On the other hand, since £F*is discrete and uni-

formly locally finitein A by (2), by assumption for ＼J£F& we can choose a locally
kin

finite cozero-set cover ('XAt= {FM^e/lrJ of X so that U 57* is locally finitewith
kSn

respect to c-[;n. Let

cv>=＼j cvn＼ c＼;n>= {vnl(1Ln＼teAn}.

Then c＼pris a ^-locally finite cozero-set cover of X, and hence a normal open

cover of X, and it is easy to see that for each VnXr＼LnG.c＼;n＼Vnxf＼LnriA is con-

tained in a finiteunion of members of ＼J<3:u and so, by (1),(3) it is also in a
k&n

union of finitelymany members of H.J- Thus, by Theorem 1.3 A is ^""-embedded

in X. This completes the proof.

Let us now oroceed to Drove our results mentioned in the introduction.

Definition 1.8. A space X is said to have property (f/m)* (resp.(Um)) if every

discrete (resp. locally finite)collection of subsets of X with cardinality ^m is

uniformly locally finitein X. If X has property (Um)* for any m, X is said to

have property (£/)*･

Obviously, a space has property (U) iffit has property (£/"')for any m.

Theorem 1.9. For a space X the following are equivalent.

(a) X has property (U)*.

(b) Every locally finite collectionof closed sets of X of finiteorder is uniformly

locallyfinite.

(c) Every closed set of X is U-embedded in X.

Theorem 1.9 directly follows from the following.

Theorem 1.10. For a space X the following are equivalent.

(a) X has property (£/m)*.

(b) Every locally finite collection of closed sets of X of finite order with

cardinality ^m is uniformly locallyfinite.

(c) Every closed set of X is Um-embedded in X.

Proof. (a)-≫-(b). The method is similar to that of Katetov [6]. Suppose (a),

and let ^ ―{Pa＼a£Q＼be a locally finite collection of closed sets of Xof finite order

and with Card 42^im. We shall prove (b) by induction on the order n of £F, (b)

is evidently valid in case n ―1. Assume that (b) is true for k^n, and that SF has

order n + 1. Let F be the set of all finite subsets of Q, and let us put

r*={r|Cardr=≫+l, re/"'},

&*={r＼Fa＼Tcr*}
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Then £F* is a discrete collection of closed sets with cardinality ^m. Hence by

(a) and Lemma 1.1 there are a cozero-set Lr, a zero-set Kr and cozero-set Mr of

X such that for ysF*

C＼Fa<zLT<zKrcMr

and ＼MT＼?eF*}is locally finite. Let

Lr' = Lr-＼J[Ftt＼n$rl

for j-e/''*,and

L=u{Vlrer*}.

Then |Fff―L|aei2} is a locally finiteclosed collectionof order 'Sn with cardinality

5Srti.Therefore by induction hypothesis and Lemma 1.1 there are a cozero-set //,

and zero-set Dn for azQ such that

Fa-LcDa(zHtt,

and {IIn＼ne0}is locally finite. Let us set for n£Q

Ea = Da＼j＼j{Kr＼reF*,a-GT]

Gn = fLiJ＼J{Mr＼rF*, ner}.

Then EB is a zero-set and Ga a cozero-set since ＼Kr)is uniformly locally finite

and {Mr} locally finite. We shall prove that FaczEa and {Ga＼aeQ} is locally finite

Let x£pa. If x$L, then xgF,x―LaDa. Hence xgEb. If x&L, then xeL/ for some

?-£/'*.Hence FanL/^=0, and so a£y. vSince xeL/nKr and ≪ /-,we have ^ £"≪

Thus FaczE≪. To show that{G,,}is locallyfinite,let x&X and U be a neighborhooc

of x such that for some j-0 /T and a finitesubset {?-,,･-･,?-.?}of /'* we have

Ur＼Ha=& if a$7-0,and

unMT=0 if r^n.-.r.}-

Then we see that if a$yn and Uf]Ga^0, then

ae^iU ―Ur≪-

Hence {Ga＼aeQ} is locally finite. Thus, by Lemma 1.1 £F is uniformly locall;

finite,and (b) holds.

(b)->(c). Suppose (b), and let A be a closed set of X. To apply Theorem I.1/

firstwe shall prove that A is t/^-embedded in X. Let c[J~{Un＼n£N}be an in

creasing cozero-set cover of A. Then there are a cozero-set FM and a zero-set F

of ./4such that

Fnc £/,,7WcFBcFstI, ≪gN,

A=ulVn＼neN).
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Let us set

£?■= {*≫-Fn-ilweiV},

where Vo―Q. Then £Fis a locally finiteclosed collectionin X since A is closed,

and we have the order of £F^2. Hence by (b) there are a cozero-set Gn and a

zero-set /?, of X such that

Fh-Fb-iC^cGb, mgA^, and

{Gn＼neN} is locally finite.

Let

ho=x-vjb:

n 7 ">W

Then J{ = {HQ,H≫＼n N} is a countable cozero-set cover of X. Hence it is normal

and we have

Af)H0 = 9; Ar＼Hn(zFnczUn, neN.

Hence A is t/*°-embedded in X by Corollary 1.4. Now again by (b) we see that

A satisfiesthe condition in Theorem 1.7. Thus, A is £/in-embeddedin X.

(c)-*(a). Suppose (c), and let {Aa} be a discrete collectionof subsets in X with

cardinality^m. Then the collection{C1-/L} is discrete and uniformly locally finite

in the closed set ＼jC＼Aa. Hence by (c),it is uniformly locally finitein X, which

shows (a). This completes the proof of the theorem.

A space X is called a (weak) c6-space if for any decreasing sequence [Fn} of

(regular) closed sets of X with f＼Fn―Q, there is a sequence {Zn} of zero-sets of
n

X with r＼Zn=0 such that Znz>Fn for each neN([8], [9]). It is known that every
n

normal and countably paracompact space is cb, and a space is cb iffit is weak cb

and countably paracompact. Weak eft-spacesare known to include all Tychonoff

pseudocompact spaces, more generally all Tychonoff M!-spaces [5], and all extre-

mally disconnected spaces. Recall that a space is extremally disconnected if the

closure of every open set is open.

Lemma 1.11. A space satisfies property (£/*°)iff it is cb.

Proof. We shall only prove the "If" part. Suppose that a space X is cb

and £F= {i'≪l≪eA/'}a locally finite collection of closed sets in X. Let En = ＼JF＼.
ft―tl

Then {En＼ is a decreasing sequence of closed sets with f＼En-―&. Hence there is
n

a sequence {Zn} of zero-sets of X with f＼Zn―@ such that Zn->En for each neN.
n

Then ciJ~{X―Zn＼n£N) is a countable cozero-set cover of X Hence CU is normal,

and 3" is locally finite with respect to CU as is easily seen. This completes the

proof.
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Theorem 1.12. A space has property (U) iff it satisfiesproperty (£/)*and is

a cb-space.

Theorem 1.12 follows directly from the following.

Theorem 1.13. A space has property (Um) iff it satisfiesproperty (7/m)* and

is a ch-shacp...

Proof. By Lemma 1.11 the "only if" part Is obvious. Let a space X be a

cb-spa.ce^with property (Um)*. Let 3r = {Fa＼a Q} be a locally finitecollectionof

subsets of X with CardJ^m. We may assume that each Fa is closed. Let us

put

Un = {x X＼ordx&<n},

where ord.r£Fdenotes the order of £F at x. Then Un is an open set and we have

UndUn+u neN; X=＼JUn.

Since X is cb, one can readily choose a cozero-set Vn of X so that F≪c £/,for

we//and X=U F,,,.Then {F,,,}is normal, and hence, we may assume that {Vn}
n

is locally finiteand admits a zero-set cover ＼Zn]with ZnczVn for each neN. Let

£n= {Znr＼Fa＼aQ}. Then we have order of £n<n. Hence, by assumption and

Theorem 1.10,there are a cozero-set Gna and a zero-set Znn such that

ZnnFadZnaczGnfn ag!L

Let us put for a$Q

Ea=U{Znaf)Zn＼n£N}.

Ha=＼J{GnMVn＼n£N}.

Then, since {Vn} is locally finite,Ea is a zero-set and Ha a cozero-set of X, and

FaczEa<zHa. Moreover, it is easy to see that {Ha＼a£Q}is locally finite. Thus, by

Lemma 1.1 £Fis uniformly locally finite,and the proof is completed.

A space X is called tn-expandable (resp. discretely in-expandable) if for any

locally finite(resp. discrete)collection{Fa＼a&Q} of closed sets in X with Cardfi^m

there is a locally finitecollectionof {Ga＼azQ} of open sets of X such that FaczG,

for each aeiJ. Expandable (resp. discretely expandable) spaces are defined to be

an m-expandable (resp. a discretely in-expandable) space for any m. It is knowr

that a space is (m-) expandable iff it is discretely (tit-)expandable and countablj

paracompact, and ^-expandability coincides with countably paracompactness

These notions and facts are obtained by Krajewski [7] and Smith and Krajewsk

[16]. Our Theorem 1.12 as well as Lemma 1.11 may be compared with these

men Ifo
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In Theorem 1.12 it is unknown whether c6-property can be replaced by

countably paracompactness, or equivalently, any countably paracompact space with

property (£/*0)*is cb.

In [3] Hardy and Juhasz defined the notion of ^J-spaces; a space X is called

nd if for any decreasing sequence {Fn} of nowhere dense closed sets with f＼Fn―Q

there is a sequence {Zn} of zero-sets with f)Zn=0 such that ZnzjFn for each ntN.

The following lemma can be proved similarly as Lemma 1.11. Note that the union

of a locally finitecollectionof nowhere dense closed sets is nowhere dense and

Lemma 1.14. A space X is nd iff every countable locally finite collection of

nowhere dense closed setsis uniformly locallyfinite.

In [3] It is obtained that c6-property implies ^-property, and ≪rf-property

implies countably paracompactness (its proof seems to contain a gap, but the fact

stillremains true), and an example of countably paracompact but not an nd-sp&ce.

It is also conjectured that an nd-space need not be cb.

Relating to our question above or this conjecture, we shall prove the following

nrnnnsitinn

Proposition 1.15. A space is cb iff'it has property (U*0)* and is nd.

Proof. We shall only prove the "if" part. Let X be an nd-space with

property (t/*°)*,and let {Fn} be a decreasing sequence of closed sets of X with

C＼Fn―0. Then {BdFn＼neN} is a locally finite collection of nowhere dense closed

sets, where BdFn = the boundary of Fn. Hence by Lemma 1.14 there are cozero-

sets CH,An and a zero-set Bn such that {An＼neN} is locally finite and

Bd Fn c Cn c Bna An, ncN.

Let En = Fn ―Cn-n(jFn+i. Then {En＼ is a discrete closed collection. Since X has

(£7*°)*,there is a locally finite cozero-set collection {Gn} and a zero-set collection

{Dn} such that Enc.DnczGn for each neN. Let

Zw= u{i?/t|^>w, ^JV')UU|ft|feK, &eiV}.

Then it is easily checked that {Zn} is a decreasing sequence of zero-sets of X with

nZn=Q such that Zni)Fn for each neN. Thus, X is c^ and that completes the

nroof.

Corollary 1.16. A space has properly (U) iff it has property (£/")*and is nd.

Remark. By the result above of [8] or Proposition 1.15 we see that for nd-
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spaces property (l/*0)*or weak c6-property Is equivalent to eft-property. However,

In general, property (£7*°)*or weak c/;-propertydoes not imply the other. Indeed,

there exists a normal space which is not weak cb ([3],[13]),and every normal

space has (U*Q)*. On the other hand, the Tychonoff plank is weak cb but not

has property ((7*°)*.

§2. Property (£/)'

Definition 2.1. A space X is said to have property (£/)'if every locally finite

collection£Fof regular closed sets in X is uniformly locally finite.

Obviously by definition,every extremally disconnected space has property {U)r.

By a modified proof of a theorem of Isiwata [5] that every Tychonoff M'-space is

weak cb, we see also that every Tychonoff Af-space has property (£/)'.

If £Fis further assumed to be countable, similarly as Lemma 1.11 the above

definitionis shown to be equivalent to weak cb-property. Thus analogous to the

result of [8] mentioned in §1, we have the following theorem, which is an answer

to the question of Morita in the introduction.

Theorem 2.2. A space has property (U) iff it lias properly (£/)'and is ex-

pandable.

Proof. Let £F= {･/'≪}be a locally finitecollectionof subsets of an expandable

space X with property (U). Then there is a locally finite collection{Ga} of open

sets such that FaaGa for each a. By property (£/)'{Cl Gn} is uniformly locally

finite,and. so is also £f. This completes the proof.

Question. In Theorem 2.2 can property (U)' be weakened to weak c^-pro-

perty ?

§3. Products and U*"-embedding

Finally we shall give an application of Corollary 1.4

Theorem 3.1. For a subset A of a space X the following arc,equivalent.

(a) A is U^-embedded in X.

(b) AxY is U^-embedded in Xx Y for any compact space Y.

(c) Ax I is Crembedded in XxL

Proof. (a)->(b). Assume that A is £/^-embedded In X and let <U = {£/B|≪iV}

be a countable Increasing cozeroset cover of Ax V. Let p:Xx Y―≫X be the pro-
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jection. Then each Vn = A-p(AxY-Un) is a cozero-set of A, and

VadVn+i, nzN: [J Vn=A.
n

61

Hence by Corollary 1.4 there exists a normal open cover HV of X such thatWH-A

refines {Vn}, Then <Wf = {Wx Y＼W&W) is a normal open cover of Xx Y, and

cWrf](Ax Y) refines CU. Thus, by Corollary 1.4 Ax Y Is C/*°~embeddedIn Xx Y,

which shows (b).

(b)->(c). This follows from Lemma 1.5.

(c)-≫(a).Assume (c). Let cU ―{Un＼n£N} be a countable increasing cozero-set

cover of A. Then there exist a zero-set Eu and a cozero-set Vn such that

VnCzl^aUn, VnaVniU EncEH+u neN; U Vn = A,
n

Then Z= ＼J{(A~Un)x{lln}＼neN} is a zero-set of Ax/ and we have Zn(Xx[O})=0

By (c) there exist a zero-set Z' of AAx/ such that

ZcZ', Z'n(Xx{O})=0,

Let us put for each neN

Gu = {xeX＼(x,llnnZ'}.

Then Gn is a cozero-set of X and we have

＼JGn=X, GnnAdUn, nsN.
n

Thus, by Corollary 1.4 A is £/*°-embeddedin X. This proves the theorem.

In [11],[14] it is proved that for a subset A of a space X A is Pm-embedde(

in X iff AxY is C*-embedded in Xx Y for a compact Ilausdorff space F witl

weight nt. If we replace Pm and C* by Um and C＼respectively, Theorem 3.

shows that the analogue is valid or not valid according as m ―Xo or m>^n.
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